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Abstract

Real-world deployment of computer vision systems, includ-
ing in the discovery processes of biomedical research, re-
quires causal representations that are invariant to contex-
tual nuisances and generalize to new data. Leveraging the
internal replicate structure of two novel single-cell fluores-
cent microscopy datasets, we propose generally applicable
tests to assess the extent to which models learn causal repre-
sentations across increasingly challenging levels of OOD-
generalization. We show that despite seemingly strong per-
formance, as assessed by other established metrics, both
naive and contemporary baselines designed to ward against
confounding, collapse on these tests. We introduce a new
method, Interventional Style Transfer (IST), that substan-
tially improves OOD generalization by generating interven-
tional training distributions in which spurious correlations
between biological causes and nuisances are mitigated. We
publish our code1 and datasets2.

1. Introduction

The ability to learn meaningful visual features from mul-
tiplexed microscopy images of cells and tissues promises
to unlock cellular morphology as a powerful new single-
cell omic with considerable potential to advance biomedi-
cal research [32]. In turn, efforts are underway to collect
fluorescent microscopy datasets that interrogate single-cell

*Co-corresponding authors
1https://github.com/Laboratory-for-Digital-Biology/IST
210.5281/zenodo.7830240

biology across hundreds of millions of cells and thousands
of biological perturbations [6, 12]. To enable scientific dis-
covery, computer vision models must learn representations
that generalize to observations made in new observational
environments (OEs) [39, 40]. Yet, vision systems are prone
to learning spurious correlations between concepts of in-
terest (e.g. objects) and contextual nuisances (e.g. back-
ground) [28]. This can yield biased representations that,
although they may generalize well to hold-out sets that are
independent and identically distributed (IID) with respect
to the training data, collapse when tested on data that fall
outside this distribution. For example, the performance of
state-of-the-art (SOTA) vision models trained on the stereo-
typical views of objects in ImageNet, dramatically deterio-
rates when tested on ObjectNet images [2], which were col-
lected with proactive interventions on several nuisance fac-
tors, such as background and object orientation (e.g. fallen-
over chairs), that pose little challenge to humans.

The same confounding influence that OEs exhibit in nat-
ural image datasets, manifests in biomedical datasets in the
form of ”batch-effects”. Indeed, despite best efforts, tech-
nical variation between datasets collected in separate (ex-
perimental) batches cannot be perfectly controlled. Given
the susceptibility of vision models to spurious correlations
in natural image data outlined above, batch-effects present a
major threat to meaningful biomedical applications of rep-
resentation learning in fluorescent microscopy.

In this paper we adopt the terminology of causal infer-
ence [33, 39] to study the (batch)effects of OEs as a con-
founder C to a general causal process that we suggest de-
scribes most datasets in biology. Our goal is to learn repre-
sentations from such data, that model causal relationships,
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Figure 1. (A) In most high-content datasets, not all conditions are observed in all OEs. Training distributions thus entail spurious correla-
tions between OEs, observations and biological causes, yielding models that learn confounded representations according to SCMδ . (B)
We introduce an IST approach to impute images as if they had been collected in different OEs. By randomly permuting images across
OEs, we yield an interventional distribution that removes spurious correlations with OEs allowing models to learn representations that are
less biased and better capture the true causal structure according to SCMψ .

while remaining invariant to OEs. Importantly, we hold that
the hypothesis that a given representation is causal (i.e. in-
variant over OEs and nuisances) cannot be falsified using
IID hold-out data. Instead, we propose a rigorous testing
regime based on generalization to OEs which are out-of-
distribution (OOD) compared to the training data as a neces-
sary characteristic and critical empirical measure of causal
learning. To this end, and to foster progress towards causal
representation learning in the field, we publicly release two
real-world single-cell fluorescent microscopy datasets that
exhibit internal replicate structures representative of most
high-content imaging protocols (see below). We lever-
age this substructure to design realistic OOD generaliza-
tion tasks. Surprisingly, we find that not only naive, but
also SOTA post-processing and regularization baselines de-
signed to mitigate batch-effects and improve generalization,
fail when evaluated on these OOD tasks, despite in part ex-
cellent scores on IID hold-out sets and auxiliary metrics.

Given the ineffectiveness of existing methods on our
OOD-task, we next consider intervening on the training dis-
tribution itself. Intuitively, if the training set contained ob-
servations balanced over all OEs, models should learn in-
variances to OEs and represent the right causal structure
[28, 33]. While collecting such dense datasets is not im-
possible (see e.g. [38]), many key applications require the
assessment of very large numbers of conditions (e.g. over
even modestly-sized drug libraries) that, for practical rea-
sons, have to be collected in multiple batches. As such,
most high-content imaging datasets are sparse, that is, sets
of conditions are only observed in some OEs but not others
(see Figs. 1, 3). Inspired by recent results on generative in-
terventions to mitigate biases in natural image data [28], we
propose a new, light-weight method for Interventional Style
Transfer (IST) that generates effective interventions across

an arbitrary number of OEs. To achieve this, we introduce
architectural innovations and loss terms that prevent content
hallucinations, which we find leads to failure of other style-
transfer methods on our benchmark datasets. We then em-
ploy IST to yield a training distribution that mitigates OEs
as confounders (Fig.1) and show that models trained on it
exhibit major improvements in OOD-generalization.

As our main contributions, we (1) publish two new
benchmark single-cell datasets with different degrees of
sparsity in their replicate structure; we (2) propose a rig-
orous OOD-generalization test regime that can be adopted
across most experimental dataset; and (3) we introduce
IST as the first method that achieves substantial improve-
ments across increasingly challenging levels of OOD-
generalization, as a starting-point for future work towards
causal representation learning in microscopy and beyond.

2. Related Work

Data Augmentation: Data augmentations, such as blur,
contrast, and rotations, are almost universally used in com-
puter vision to yield more robust models [25, 41]. Both
style-transfer [14, 42] and adversarial training [44] have
been employed in the pursuit of more complex augmenta-
tions. Our IST approach can be viewed as learning augmen-
tations that imitate the effect of confounders.

Generative Models: Generative models have been suc-
cessfully employed on fluorescent microscopy and other
biomedical data [16, 45]. When OEs are unobserved, [28]
show that generative models can be steered to produce noisy
image manipulations on complex nuisances such as view
point, that, when employed during training, improve OOD
generalization. We employ the known replicate structure of
our data to steer the generator directly.



Domain Adaptation: Our approach builds on advances
in domain-adaptation and style-transfer, developed to al-
low for the differential manipulating a style while preserv-
ing other content [8, 9, 22, 24]. A major risk in applying
style-transfer methods to scientific data is the inadvertent
alteration of content (in our case phenotypic information).
We hence design our IST approach to emphasizes content-
preservation by discouraging major changes in pixel space.

Batch-effect correction: How to mitigate batch-effects is
an active field of study in biomedicine [21]. Our work
is closest to [34] who employ style-transfer to disentangle
batch effects from biological features. IST features archi-
tectural improvements that prevent content alterations with-
out the need for threshold- or segmentation-based regular-
ization terms. IST also does not depend on assumptions
about the nature of batch-effects (such as that they primarily
manifest in first-order statistics [11]), and achieves strong
performance on challenging benchmarks without the need
for additional post-hoc methods employed in [34].

Fairness: A considerable body of work in visual recogni-
tion explores questions of fairness e.g. over demographic
factors [15, 46], including by means of style-transfer. Al-
though discussions of causality are absent from these works,
questions of fairness relate to our study on batch-effects as
we seek to learn causal representations from biased data.

3. Causal Analysis

Fig. 1 presents a generalized structural causal model (SCM)
[33] that we assume as the basis of our work. We seek to
reveal causal relationships between a set of conditions Y
(e.g. disease categories) that may manifest cellular pheno-
types Z. To characterize Z, we collect observations X us-
ing fluorescent microscopy. Observations are made in spe-
cific OEs C (i.e. batch, constituted by a specific well, plate,
aliquot of reagents, etc.) that introduce technical variation
to X, and may further influence the biology of Z, revealing
it as a confounder [39]. Importantly, in most datasets, not
all conditions (we say, biological causes) are observed in all
OEs. As such, the specific OE c also determines (the set of)
biological causes Y: e.g. two plates may contain different
sets of conditions. Given training distributions P (X,Y,C)
in which biological causes are sparse over OEs, discrimi-
native models learn spurious correlations between biologi-
cal causes Y and confounding OEs C according to SCMδ

resulting in biased representations ẐSCMδ
that generalize

poorly to new OEs (Fig. 1A).
A method that could produce faithful imputations of

source images from one OE as if they had been collected
in a different OE, could allow us to approximate the inter-
ventional distribution P (X,Y |do(C)) that would eliminate
the backdoor paths emanating from C, removing OEs as a
confounder [33]. Recent work on generative interventions

Figure 2. StarGANv2 produces compelling images, but introduces
both subtle and more obvious content alterations (white arrows)

for causal learning in natural images showed that even un-
der noisy image manipulations, a classifier can learn bet-
ter features for recognition in OOD data [28]. Inspired by
their results, we propose an interventions-based approach
that is compatible with experimental datasets. Importantly,
in most natural image data-generation processes, observa-
tions cause labels, i.e. human experts label images accord-
ing to what they see, and we train models to recapitulate
this ability [28, 35]). Instead, in our datasets, Y represents
conditions that we hypothesize may cause observable cellu-
lar phenotypes. Our goal is then to approximate the con-
ditional distribution P (Y |X), that is to estimate the cause
Y given noisy observations X, whereby we hope to learn
(discover) biologically meaningful representations of a pri-
ori unknown phenotypes Z. Second, in contrast to natu-
ral images, where OEs are generally unobserved, our ex-
perimental data-acquisition protocols inherently document
a rich ontology of processing steps that lead to any partic-
ular image (Fig. 3A). OEs are thus systematically tracked
and feature rich metadata through which C is partially ob-
served. In contrast to [28], we can hence explicitly steer
the data generation process learned by IST according to the
known OE structure of our datasets. By using IST to inter-
vene on C, we seek to mitigate spurious correlations in the
training distribution, yielding ẐSCMψ

and representations
that generalize to OOD data (Fig. 1B).

4. Method

Advances in neural style transfer make it possible to per-
form image transformations that preserve spatial content
while adjusting other feature statistics as desired [8, 9, 22,
26]. In order to generate effective interventions on C, a
style-transfer model must learn to specifically transfer fea-
tures related to OEs, while preserving phenotypic content.
StarGANv2 [9] introduced a framework to train a single
encoder-decoder architecture capable of style-transfer be-
tween an arbitrary number of style-domains, such as demo-
graphic categories. We instead aim to steer our model to
generate images in the ”style” of specific OEs. Indeed, we
find that StarGANv2, adapted to multichannel microscopy,
produces visually compelling images. However, the outputs
consistently feature both subtle and more obvious content
hallucinations (Fig. 2), suggesting that StarGANv2 fails to



adequately preserve phenotypic content.
As a potential alternative to style-transfer in pixel space,

[11] propose MixStyle to pursue domain-generalization by
mixing style-features of images from different OEs in the
feature-maps of hidden-layers during training, with promis-
ing results. Remarkably, this avoids the need for a gener-
ator all together, making Mixstyle extremely lightweight.
However [11] assume that computing mean and standard-
deviation of the feature-maps is sufficient to adequately cap-
ture style. While this may hold to some extent for nat-
ural images [19], there are no guarantees that this is true
for batch-effects in microscopy data, and indeed, we find
MixStyle offers little-to-no benefit on our task (see Sec. 6).

To avoid these failure modes we design IST with several
major and minor innovations. Specifically, to enforce con-
tent preservation, we introduce skip-connections between
bottle-neck layers of our encoder and decoder, and intro-
duce three complementary loss terms that discourage phe-
notypic alterations. Second, we find that, although first-
order feature-map statistics are by themselves insufficient to
describe OEs, they suffice as style-codes that, when injected
into Adaptive Instance Normalization (AdaIN) layers [19],
can be interpreted by our decoder to generate output images
across an arbitrary number of OEs. This allows us to avoid
all auxilliary networks required by StarGANv2 or compa-
rable methods, rendering IST not only effective, but also
computationally efficient, as detailed below.

4.1. Model Components

To train our IST-model, let X be the set of images, with as-
sociated environments C and cause labels Y, respectively.
Given an image x ∈ X observed in environment c ∈ C,
we seek to train a Generator G capable of producing image
transformations x̂ as if they come from other environments
C (style) while preserving the original phenotypic content
z ∈ Z. To this end, we derive style codes v and train G to
interpret them. Our framework consists of three main mod-
ules (see Fig. 4A):
Encoder: Given an image x, the encoder E derives the rep-
resentation ux = E(x), composed of multi-layer feature-
sets ul

x, with l ∈ {1..., L} and L the number of layers in
the network. We implement E as a ResNet18 [18] with in-
stance normalization (IN) layers and a few modifications to
facilitate skip connections. We pre-train E on an auxiliary
multi-task objective of predicting C and Y given X .
Generator: Our generator predicts output images x̂ =
G(u, v) given a feature set u and an style code v. To pro-
mote the preservation of phenotypic content in the output
images, we bias G against major changes in pixel space [20],
by implementing G as a UNet-decoder with skip connec-
tions that concatenate feature-sets ul

x from the l-th corre-
sponding feature-layer of the encoder, with l ∈ {1..., L}.
We find that our choice improves both similarity between

pairs x and x̂ as well as the realism of our output images.
Critic: Similar to [9] we implement a critic D as a multi-
task discriminator with Nc output heads, where Nc is the
number of OEs. Each head Dc is trained as a binary clas-
sifier to distinguish real from fake images of their true or
assigned OE c. To facilitate convergence, we initialize D
with the weights of the pre-trained encoder E and fine-tune
over the adversarial optimization process.
Style codes: To steer our generator, we compute image-
specific style-codes. StarGANv2 employs a dedicated style-
encoder to derive style-codes from latent distributions or
input images [9]. We find that effective style-codes can
be computed directly from image features using our pre-
trained, frozen encoder E . Given the features ui = E(xi) of
an image xi, we compute:

vi =
[
(µuli

, σuli
) : l ∈ {1...L}

]
(1)

where µuli
and σuli

are the mean and standard deviation
across the spatial domain of the feature maps of layer l.

4.2. Training the Generator

We train G to transform the appearance of an image from
one OE to another. Following pre-training, we freeze the
encoder E and use its weights to initialize the critic D.
The generator G is trained using SGD on pairs of triplets:
(xα, yα, cα) for content images and (xβ , yβ , cβ) for style
images. During training, we randomly sample content im-
ages balanced over Y, and style images balanced over C. In
that way, content and style images are independently drawn
to ensure samples with diverse phenotypic and technical
variation respectively. During the forward pass, we first
compute their feature sets uα = E(xα) and uβ = E(xβ)
to then derive style codes vα, vβ . To intervene on the OE
of the content image, we then inject vβ using AdaIN-layers
to predict the output x̂ = G(E(xα), vβ). We minimize the
following training objectives:
Adversarial Loss: Given a pair of content and style images
xα, xβ , we compute style-codes vα, vβ as described above.
The generator is trained to produce realistic output images
x̂ = G(E(xα), vβ) with the following adversarial loss:

LAdv =Ex,c [log(Dc(x)] +

Ex,x̃,c̃ [log(1−Dc̃(G(E(x), vc̃)))] ,
(2)

where Dc(·) is the head corresponding to OE c. G learns
to use the style-codes vc̃ to generate versions of x as if ob-
served in another environment c̃.
Style Loss: We further ensure effective intervention by ap-
plying a style-loss:

LStyle = Ex̂,c

[
1

L

L∑
l=1

∥Gram(ul
x)− Gram(ul

x̂)∥1

]
(3)



Figure 3. A: diagrammatic illustration of a generalized data-acquisition process for high-content microscopy. Well colors indicate condi-
tions (e.g. cell lines or perturbations) arrayed over multiwell plates with limited capacity. Datasets exhibit a nested replicate structures;
a series constitutes a full experimental replicate including fresh cells and reagents, which may contain further replicates by plate, plate-
section (acquired separately), and acquisitions, each constituting potentially meaningful OEs. This yields datasets of varying degrees of
sparsity. B,C: schematic dataset substructure for GRID and LINCS-SC respectively. We define levels of generalization according to in-
creasingly distant relationships between OEs. The training and OOD-test setup for one fold of level-2 is indicated.

where Gram(·) denotes the Gram matrix of features in the
l-th layer of the encoder E , used in style transfer to match
the feature covariance of stylized images [26, 27].

Cycle-Consistency Loss: To promote the preservation of
phenotypic content of a source image xα in the output x̂ =
G(E(xα), vβ), we apply a cycle-consistency loss [47]:

LCyc = Ex,c[∥x− G(E(x̂), vc)∥1], (4)

where vc is the estimated style code of the original content
image, i.e. we reconstruct xα from x̂.

Content Loss: We additionally constrain the absolute
changes in pixel space between x and x̂ to prevent substan-
tial loss or addition of phenotypic content (e.g. the halluci-
nation of new cells or cellular components) by applying a
content loss

LCont = Ex̃,c

[
∥(x̂− x)∥1 +

1

L

L∑
l=1

∥zlx̂ − zlx∥1

]
(5)

Class-matching Loss: To further enforce that the generator
preserves the phenotypic characteristics of input images, we
implement a class-matching loss, defined as:

LCmatch = Ex̃

− ∑
y∈Y

ŷ log (Ecmt(x̂)y)

 , (6)

which is essentially the cross entropy loss of the cause pre-
dictions for the synthesized image with respect to the pre-
dictions for the real input image, according to the frozen
encoder classifier Ecls. Note that instead of using the actual
cause label y, we use as target the prediction for the real
image ŷ = Ecls(xc)y .

Full Objective: We then optimize a min-max objective that
trains the generator and critic in an adversarial fashion:

min
G

max
D

=LAdv + λ1LStyle+

λ2LCyc + λ3LCont + λ4LCmatch,
(7)

where λi ∈ R are hyperparameters of the loss terms.

4.3. IST for causal learning

Once our IST-model is trained, we employ it to generate
an interventional training distribution P (X̂, Y |do(C)), on
which we in turn train a predictor network P (Fig. 4A). To
produce X̂ during predictor training, content xα and style
xβ images are sampled from the training distribution by
pairing random causes with random OEs (both drawn uni-
formly) and passed through the (frozen) IST-model. This
strategy breaks the spurious correlations between biologi-
cal causes and OEs present in the original datasets. During
testing, we also pass test images through our IST-model by
randomly pairing them with a training image. This can be
interpreted as bringing unseen images to familiar OEs for
analysis, and we observed that IST-trained predictors per-
form better using this additional test-time correction.

5. Experiments

To evaluate the merits of our IST approach in causal repre-
sentation learning compared to relevant contemporary base-
lines, we conduct experiments on two novel single-cell mi-
croscopy datasets that exhibit different degrees of spar-
sity and correlation between biological causes and OEs
(Fig. 3B,D). Based on the known OE substructure in these
dataset, we propose and empirically assess three increas-
ingly challenging levels of OOD-generalization, by con-
structing hold-out sets according to a hierarchy of process-



Figure 4. A: Diagram of our IST-method. Given images xα and xβ , encoder E (gray) extracts latent representations uα and provides it to
our generator (green) G. E further extracts style-codes xβ and provides them to G via AdaIN layers. We yield a prediction x̂ that preserves
the phenotypic content of xα but inherits the OE of xβ . We train predictors P (blue) on the resulting data distribution X̂ . B, C: UMAPs
and output images illustrating the capacity of IST to project images into specific batches. When xβ is sampled from a specific OE, output
images fall onto their expected landmark in the UMAP space computed on the pretrained representations of E (see Sec. 4). When sampling
xβ fairly from all training OEs, the resulting distribution X̂ is randomized over all OEs.

ing steps that separate them from the training data (Fig.3).3

5.1. Datasets

GRID: We publish a subset of the Genetics of Rare Inher-
ited Disease (GRID) dataset, collected to discover latent
disease-associated phenotypes in primary patient cells. The
dataset contains 17,030 fluorescent microscopy images that
reveal the organelle structure of primary dermal fibroblasts
derived from 19 patients with 8 genetically confirmed inher-
ited mitochondrial or neuromuscular diseases, and healthy
controls (Fig.3B). Data was acquired in multi-well plates
with a hierarchical replicate structure: images were col-
lected within the minimal OE of individual wells that con-
tain cells of a specific cell-line. Images of the same cell-

3Although we offer some details on biological causes for context, we
do not interpret our results with respect to their biological implications; we
focus on testing the generality of models across OEs.

lines were collected in multiple (replicate) wells, organized
into plate-sections, plates, and series (Fig. 3A,B). Repli-
cate wells across sections (level-1) are seeded onto the same
plate, during the same tissue culture session and derive from
the same source cultures. Plate-level replicates (level-2) are
separated by plate, but share source cultures. Finally, se-
ries (level-3) indicate full experimental replicates, starting
with fresh thaws of cells. Critically, while sections con-
tain identical sets of cell-lines, they only partially overlap
between plates and series, yielding a sparse matrix of bio-
logical causes vs. OEs (Fig. 3B).

LINCS-SC: In contrast to GRID, the LINCS Cell-Profiling
dataset was collected as a pharmacological perturbation
study, including 1,327 clinically relevant compounds [10],
using a single A549 lung cancer cell line [43]. Cells were
stained according to the Cell-Painting protocol [3] and im-



aged at lower magnification, such that the resulting images
contain many cells. The LINCS single-cell (LINCS-SC)
dataset, contains a subset of 101 compounds with strong
morphological effects as judged by prior analyses [31].
Single-cell images were derived by segmenting source im-
ages with Cell Profiler [30] for a total of 200,000 images. In
contrast to GRID, LINCS plates contain no sections. More-
over, LINCS plate- and series-level replicates are structured
according to 25 unique plate-maps that host exclusive per-
turbations: with the exception of controls, there is no over-
lap between compounds across plate-maps. Consequently,
the data-matrix is almost perfectly sparse between plate-
maps (Fig. 3C). Finally, in LINCS, only one series con-
tains all plate-maps (i.e. treatments), but without plate-level
replicates, while four additional series contain exclusive
subsets of plate-maps, each replicated 5 times (Fig. 3C).

5.2. Baselines

We seek to train predictors P such that they generalizes to
unseen OEs. We compare IST to strong domain-specific
and more general baselines that collectively represent three
major categories: post-hoc correction in feature space, regu-
larization during training, and interventions on the training
distribution. For all experiments, we use the same set of
pre-processing steps and augmentations. As a naive base-
line, we randomly initialize a predictor P as a ResNet18
network (using IN layers) attached to a linear classification
head and train it to predict biological causes Y from X̂. We
implement other methods via minimal necessary deviations:

Symphony: Symphony (SYM) is a state-of-the-art batch-
effect correction method developed for single-cell RNA-
sequencing (scRNAseq) datasets [21]. Symphony extends
a previous method, Harmony [23], which learns linear cor-
rections over labeled nuisances. In contrast to Harmony,
Symphony allows for inference on unseen datasets. We
fit Symphony on training-set features Ẑ extracted from our
naive baseline. We set the topn hyperparameter equal to our
feature-dimension and empirically tune others.

Domain-Adversarial Regularization: We also compare to
domain-adversarial (DR) training as a a regularization tech-
nique to learn features that discriminate classes but are in-
variant to domain-shifts between datasets [13]. We adopt
this strategy with slight modification to allow for multiple
domains (OEs). Specifically, we modify the architecture of
our naive baseline by adding a second classification-head
that distinguishes OEs. During backpropagation, we em-
ploy a gradient-reversal layer to invert the gradient ema-
nating from the OE-classifier for all layers in the shared
ResNet18 stem. We tuned DR’s gradient-reversal hyper-
paramter λ by grid-search to optimize validation accuracy
on Y , while minimizing performance on C.

StarGANv2: We assess StarGANv2 (SG2) [9] as a SOTA

Figure 5. UMAPs of GRID-data training-set features extracted
from the penultimate layer of predictors trained with or without
IST. Colors show disease-categories Y (left) and OEs C (right)

style-transfer method in natural images. We train using de-
fault parameters over 75k iterations. We sample content and
style image pairs as for IST and use OE-labels Y as do-
mains in SG2’s multi-task discriminator. Following train-
ing, we use SG2 in the same way as IST, to project input
images to random OEs, in the hope to yield an interven-
tional training distribution free of spurious correlations.

MixStyle: Finally, we assess MixStyle (MS) [11] as a
second recent style-transfer baseline that was specifically
developed for domain generalization. We implement MS
in our predictor architecture and successfully recapitulate
[11]’s results on PACS using our setup. For fairer compar-
ison to IST, we also test MS in a domain adaptation setup,
in which we allow MS to train on styles (but not biological
causes Y) of images from test OEs.

5.3. Evaluation metrics

OOD-generalization: To test OOD-generalization, we per-
form section-, plate-, or series-wise cross-validation (levels
of generalization, see Fig. 3) by testing predictors on OEs
that were left out during training.

UMAPs: While qualitative, feature-space visualizations are
widely used in the biomedical literature. We report Uniform
Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAPs) [29].

LISI score: We use a ratio of OE- (bLISI) to cause-wise
(cLISI) scores [23], normalized over the cardinality |C| and
|Y | respectively, to quantify local diversity in feature space.
Ideally, bLISI = 1, while cLISI = 1/|Y |.
kNN-CV: As a second feature-space based metric, we sim-
ulate our OOD-generalization experiments by evaluating
kNN-classifiers on predicting cause-labels for validation-set
images from OEs the corresponding training set images of
which are left out of the kNN-reference set.



GRID LINCS-SC

IID cLISI/bLISI kNN-CV Level-1 Level-2 Level-3 IID kNN-CV Level-1 Level-2 Level-3

Baseline 0.55 0.5417 0.4458 0.1877 0.1381 0.1254 0.57 0.1271 NA 0.4194 0.0405
Baseline (kNN) 0.63 0.5417 0.4458 0.1838 0.1378 0.1317 0.55 0.1271 NA 0.3897 0.0452
Symphony (kNN) 0.50 0.7340 0.4404 0.1797 0.1474 0.1325 0.35 0.1098 NA 0.2697 0.0461
DR α = 0.0625 0.73 1.0811 0.6906 0.1900 0.1379 0.1259 0.56 0.1381 NA 0.4256 0.0438
MixStyle-DA 0.60 0.6039 0.5519 0.1084 nc nc 0.41 nc NA 0.4250 0.0450
StarGANv2 0.20 1.099 0.1539 0.1659 0.1284 0.0977 nc nc NA nc nc
IST (ours) 0.60 1.4963 0.5815 0.5839 0.5350 0.3673 0.53 0.3304 NA 0.7016 0.3138

Table 1. Macro f1 and LISI scores on predictor performance on GRID and LINCS-SC. We report kNN-based classification results for
Symphony vs. baseline. For all, higher is better. Level-1 cannot be evaluated for LINCS-SC (see Fig. 3C). nc: not computed.

6. Results

We report empirical results for IST and all baselines for
GRID and validate our results on LINCS-SC (Table 1).
Trained across all OEs, our naive baseline achieves excel-
lent performance on IID hold-out data, suggesting there
exist robust phenotypic manifestations of inherent genetic
(GRID) and pharmacological (LINCS-SC) causes in the ob-
served single-cell images. However, visual inspection of the
resulting feature spaces via UMAP reveals OEs as a promi-
nent superstructure in our models’ representations, whereas
biological causes form secondary clusters within the local
context of their parent OE (Fig. 5). Consistently, LISI
scores indicate poor integration over OEs and performance
deteriorates in kNN-CV. Critically, when tested on OOD-
generalization, our naive baseline shows almost complete
collapse across all three levels of generalization on GRID
and level-3 for LINCS-SC.

As expected, we find that SYM excels at purging vari-
ation over OEs when assessing LISI-scores on the train-
ing set. However, for both GRID and LINCS-SC data, we
find that this effect does not generalize even to IID vali-
dation data and performs poorly on all other metrics. We
find that DR-models achieve LISI-scores similar to SYM
on GRID, while fully generalizing to IID data, and drasti-
cally improving kNN-CV scores. On LINCS-SC however,
DR yields only comparatively minor improvements in kNN-
CV scores. Remarkably, despite these somewhat promising
auxiliary metrics, DR does not significantly improve OOD-
generalization across any level in either dataset. Likely be-
cause SG2 permutes both style and content (see Fig. 2), pre-
dictors trained on the SG2-generated distribution fail even
at IID generalization. MixStyle on the other hand, yields ex-
cellent IID-performances but - presumably hampered by it’s
assumptions about what constitutes style-features - yields
equally disappointing results in our OOD tests.

By contrast, we find that IST learns to faithfully im-
pute observations as if they had been made in different OEs
(Fig. 4B). Qualitative inspection of output images suggests
that IST simultaneously preserves phenotypic content of the
source images (Fig.4C). As such, IST is able to randomize
over the confounder C (Fig.4B) to yield a training distri-

bution P (y, x̂, z|do(c)) in which the original correlations
between OEs and biological causes are diminished. Consis-
tent with this, we observe major performance gains across
all levels of OOD-generalization, as well as other metrics,
for both GRID and LINCS-SC data, when predictors are
trained on IST-generated data-distributions (Table 1). These
results suggest that our IST approach generates effective in-
terventions on confounders and thereby promotes the emer-
gence of causal representations of biological phenomena.

7. Conclusions
Learning visual features that generalize across environ-
ments is a critical prerequisite for real-world applications
of machine learning systems in biomedicine, yet the field
lacks broadly adopted metrics to assess progress towards
this goal. We propose OOD-generalization tests struc-
tured according to a hierarchy of technical processing steps
that generally characterize the data generation process of
most high-content imaging studies. We show that seem-
ingly well-performing baselines, including SOTA-methods
for batch-effect correction, as assessed by IID hold-out sets
and several auxiliary metrics, almost completely collapse
on this benchmark, revealing highly confounded represen-
tations. The success of IST instead shows that effective in-
terventions to mitigate confounders can be learned, given
they are at least partially observed. We point out that even
models trained on billions of diverse natural images have
only achieved minor gains on ObjectNet [17], suggesting
that scale alone is not efficient at breaking contextual bi-
ases. Conversely, we suggest our approach bears semblance
to thought experiments, by which humans routinely reeval-
uate familiar concepts in never-observed contexts, thus fill-
ing in a sparse matrix of actual observations. We propose
IST as a fruitful direction for efficient causal learning.
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8. Supplementary Material
8.1. Extended technical analysis and limitations:

8.1.1 Ablations:

To provide further insight into key components of our
method, we report a limited ablation study, evaluating their
effects on IST’s ability to improve OOD generalization
against a single level-1 fold of GRID (Table S1). Ablation
of individual loss terms highlights LCmatch and LStyle as
key components of our full objective, whereas ablation of
LCycle has only a minor impact on performance. Removing
LCont improved performance by 2 points. While this may
suggest that discouraging alterations in pixel space through
LCont may be too restrictive in this case, we prefer to err
on the side of caution, wary that the preservation of (phe-
notypic) content is vital to any applications of IST in sci-
entific discovery (Combine ablations on ”content” terms to
check for redundancy). A key architectural prior we intro-
duce to this end are UNet skip-connections between the en-
coder and decoder branches of our IST generator (see Sec.
4, Fig. 4) [37]. We show that training our IST-model with-
out UNet skip-connections greatly deteriorates the quality
of the resulting IST output images (Fig. S1).

We also investigate the extent to which the performance
of our method depends on the number and diversity of style-
target images available during inference. Particularly worri-
some would be any evidence of content leakage from style-
target images. Although the strategy by which we sample
style-targets during training, i.e. randomly balanced over
both causes (class labels) and OEs (see Sec. 4), is designed
to avoid this, it could be insufficient. Instead, we find that
reducing the diversity of available style-targets during infer-
ence to even a single style-target image per OE, irrespective
of their class labels, if anything, slightly improves the abil-
ity of IST models to produce effective interventional train-
ing distributions (Table S1).

Finally, we provide empirical evidence for the benefit
of projecting source images into the IST-reference space
for the performance of predictors trained on IST-generated
interventional distributions, as done by default in our ex-
periments (see Sec. 4). We find that test time perfor-
mance of IST-trained predictors deteriorates substantially
when evaluated directly on test images, although even here,
IST-predictors retain a large performance gain over other
baselines. We leave further interpretations to future work.

8.1.2 Limitations:

Despite it’s success, our IST method has limitations and - as
the preceding section suggests - offers ample room for im-
provement. Given the rapid technical progress in the field,

IID Level-1 (vs Section 6) Level-1

1. Baseline (ERM) 0.55 0.1965 (-0.521) 0.1877
2. IST (ours) 0.6013 0.7176 (+0.000) 0.5839

3. IST w/o LCmatch 0.3961 0.2706 (-0.447) -
4. IST w/o LStyle 0.6972 0.5885 (-0.122) -
5. IST w/o LCycle 0.6426 0.7053 (-0.012) -
6. IST w/o LCont 0.6149 0.7449 (+0.027) -

7. IST one-Img/OE 0.6061 0.7315 (-0.014) -
8. Ours w/o test-time adapt. 0.6046 0.5042 (-0.213) -

Table S1. Macro f1-scores for additional baselines & ablations on
GRID. A single (random) level-1 fold was assessed for ablations.

our implementation of the IST generator is almost certainly
sub-optimal, and recent advancements in image-generation
(e.g. [36]) are likely to yield large gains in image-realism
and IST fidelity. We also note that our IST-implementation
incorporates several priors that help define content in our
data types by virtue of discouraging substantial changes in
pixel space (see Sec. 4). While the value of these priors are
- as we show - borne out empirically for microscopy data,
and while we expect that this will hold true for biomedi-
cal data broadly, these priors are likely incompatible with
(natural) image types in which e.g. 3D rotations or chang-
ing viewpoint angles constitute a substantial factor of varia-
tion across observational environments. Finally, the perfor-
mance of our system currently benefits substantially from
the use of class-labels during training (see Table S1.3). This
is undesirable, even if labels are, as is common in biomedi-
cal studies, implicit to the data generation process (we know
the perturbations). Advances in self-supervised learning [5]
[4] [7] may allow future work to avoid this dependency.

8.2. Synthetic OOD-experiments

The rationale behind our IST-approach is guided by the
idea that models encode spurious correlations between con-
founding nuisances and causes in the training data and con-
sequently fail to generalize to OOD data. How OEs as
confounders manifest in the complex single-cell fluorescent
microscopy images we study in this work however is not
obvious even to human expert analysts. Our empirical re-
sults in the main text notwithstanding, we hence conduct
experiments on an easy-to-interpret synthetic dataset with
perfectly known causes, confounders, correlations.

Color-MNIST dataset: We construct a version of color-
MNIST [1, 28] in which digits are confounded by back-
ground colors. We use digit categories y ∈ {0, 1, ..9} as
causes and a confounder that introduces spurious correla-
tions between causes and background colors as observa-
tional environments. We confound the training and corre-
sponding IID-validation sets by exclusively assigning five
background colors k ∈ {green, blue, red, purple, yellow}
to mutually exclusive pairs of digit categories. In contrast,
the OOD-test set contains all combinations not found in



Figure S1. Substantially degraded IST-output image quality for an IST model with ablated UNet skip-connections. Images Xα and Xβ are
the same as in 4B.

the training/validation sets (see Fig. S2A), thus simulat-
ing the extreme scenario in which test data contains causes
observed exclusively in OEs different to that of the training
set. A predictor that learns to encode the spurious correla-
tions in the training set, is expected to perform well on val-
idation, but poorly (close to chance) on our OOD-test data.
If instead causal representations of the digit categories are
learned, invariance to background color should allow the
predictor to generalize well to both IID and OOD hold-out
sets.

Experimental Setup: Contrary to experiments de-
scribed in the main text, we apply no augmentations or
image-level normalizations. Otherwise, we train our naive
baseline predictor on digit categories by empirical risk min-

imization. Next, we train an IST model to impute training-
images as if they had been observed in different OEs (i.e.
background colors) and leverage the resulting generator to
produce an interventional training distribution in which we
expect correlations between causes and OEs to be mitigated.

Empirical results: As expected, our naive baseline ap-
proach achieves excellent performance on hold-out data, as
long as the confounding bias inherent to the training dataset
is maintained. However, our naive baseline fails to achieve
results better than chance on our OOD-test set (Fig. S2C).
Inspection of UMAPs derived from representations Ẑ (see
4A) illustrate how the naive baseline represents input im-
ages exclusively within the landmarks of their correspond-
ing background colors: irrespective of digit-category, we



Figure S2. Results on color-MNIST. A: Diagramatic illustration of dataset structure. In the training and IID-validation hold-out sets,
pairs of digit-categories only ever encountered with one background color (observational environments), yielding five distinct pairs of
digit-categories, and a training distribution that is strongly correlated with confounding nuisances. B: IST-imputed versions of images xα
(sampled from the validation set) based on environment-codes extracted from the indicated images xβ . C: Confusion matrices. D: UMAP
visualizations of the representations Ẑ naive baseline or a predictor trained with IST-imputation. UMAPs were computed on training data.
Either IID-validation or OOD-test data is shown. Data points in UMAPs are colored are by either cause (digit-category) or observational
environment (background color). Note that due to dataset structure, no admixture of environments is expected for IID-validation data for
either method.

find images with e.g. blue background fall onto the land-
marks of digits that were encountered with blue background
in the training set (two’s and three’s) (Fig. S2D, left). Sim-
ilar to our results on real-world microscopy data reported
in the main text, we note that our model here too appears
to directly represents the specific hierarchy underlying our
training data, despite not having been trained explicitly to
do so.

We find that our trained IST model generates reasonable
imputations of source images Xα by virtue of extracted en-
vironment (style) codes from some images Xβ (Fig. S2B).

Moreover, we show that training a predictor based on the
IST-distribution P (X,Y |do(C) is effective in yielding rep-
resentations that - in this case - fully generalize to OOD-test
data, achieving performance on par with IID validation data.
Consistently, when inspecting the representations Ẑ of the
resulting IST-predictor model, in UMAP space, there is no
observable assortment of images according to background
color for OOD-test data, and only by digit category.



Figure S3. Matrix of UMAPs visualizing causes (disease-categories) Y (left) and series-level environments C (right) for GRID data across
all methods.

8.3. Extended data and discussion - GRID:

We expand on data and discussion included in the main
text for our results on GRID. We provide additional UMAP
visualizations of Ẑ for Symphony and DR baselines on
GRID (Fig. S3A-D). For training data, UMAP results for
Symphony are especially compelling, with OEs exhibiting
close to complete admixture, while class-wise clustering re-
mains largely preserved. However, as shown in Sec.6, we
find these effects do not generalize well even to IID hold-
out data: despite somewhat improved cLISI/bLISI scores,
Symphony deteriorates IID-generalization compared to our
naive baseline and fails to improve either kNN-based CV or
OOD-generalization scores across any level.

Consistent with improved LISI scores reported in the
main text, we find that DR mitigates the prominence of OEs
within UMAP visualizations in favor of biological causes.
Still, OEs remain apparent as substructures of causes. This
raises the possibility that our choice of the regularization
weight alpha (see Fig. S4A) may have been sub-optimal.
We point out however, that we tuned the strength DR’s
alpha parameter such that DR’s OE classification perfor-
mance remains random (while maximizing performance on
causes; Fig. S4B). Moreover, increasing DR’s alpha from
0.0625 to 1.0 has no noticeable effect on UMAP structure
(data not shown), which argues against sub-optimal hyper-
paramter tuning as an explanation for DR’s failure to fully
remove OEs as a factor of variation learned by predictors.
Other avenues, such as increasing capacity of the classifi-
cation heads, the architecture of which, in the interest of
fair comparison to our other baselines, was kept consistent
across all experiments, may prove more fruitful. We suspect
that the optimal implementation of DR-models in pursuit
of improved OOD generalization deserves further attention,
but leave such investigations to future work.

Figure S4. A: Diagrammatic overview over our implementation of
DR-regularized training. A Gradient Reversal Layer (GRL) inverts
the gradient emmanating from the environment classifier for for
the parameters of the shared feature extractor (ResNet18 stem). B:
Hyperparameter tuning for DR’s λ on IID hold-out set accuracy
for causes vs. OEs on GRID data

8.4. Extended data and discussion - LINCS-SC:

We provide extended data and discussion on our ex-
periments on LINCS-SC. UMAPs of training-set represen-
tations of naive baseline models reveal dominant super-
structure at the series-level (level-3; Fig. S5A). Just as
for GRID, Symphony achieves strong integration over OEs
(Fig. S5B), however at substantial cost of preserving cause-
specific phenotypic signal that identifies a subset of phar-
macological perturbations from controls (see Table 1 in the
main text).

Note that, in contrast to GRID, LINCS-SC contains only
a single series that covers all perturbations (Ref-Series),



Figure S5. Matrix of UMAPs visualizing causes (perturbations-categories) Y (left) and series-level environments C (right) for LINCS-SC
data across all methods. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) indicates negative control. D: Inset highlights an indicated region of well-resolved
data-points clustered by cause, and significant integration with the reference series.

but no replicate plate-maps, while four additional series
cover subsets of perturbations over five replicate-plates, but
share no perturbations between them (see Fig. 3C for ref-
erence). Consequently, we would not expect integration be-
tween non-reference series, even in perfectly causal rep-
resentation, unless there was significant overlap between
the morphological effects of the perturbations held between
them. We note that identifying such points of phenotypic
convergence between chemically disparate pharmacologi-
cal agents is of great interest to the drug-development com-
munity, as it might make it possible to infer a new drug-
candidates biological mechanisms of action (MOA) based
on a visual readouts on (sub)cellular morphology. How-
ever, the perturbations in LINCS-SC have known MOAs,
with little-to-no overlap between them. Hence, we would
expect integration only between Ref-Series and each other
series, but not among the latter.

We find that DR-training has no observable impact on di-
minishing the dominance of series-level (level-3) OEs in the
UMAPs. However, consistent with quantitative results, we
find substantially increased integration between Ref-Series
and other series, when inspecting representations derived
from predictors trained with IST (Fig. S5D).
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